Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
The last decades have witnessed a considerable increase of the number of vehicles especially as consequence of urbanisation in big metropolis, not matched by a comparable extension of of the outflows of the preceding cells. Differently from CTM, however, inflows and outflows in all the cells are estimated on the basis of the available flow measurements only. In addition, using the concept of Fundamental Diagram and the speed measurements, we compute an instantaneous (namely, only based on the latest available measurements) pseudo-measure of the density. These quantities are then the inputs for the density observer. Finally, we propose a gradient descent method to calibrate the Fundamental Diagram.
In the second part of the paper we address the problem of Optimal Sensor Placement, namely, the problem of finding the best location where to physically place sensors. This is based on trading off between two contrasting objectives: the first, to maximize the performance of state reconstruction; the second, to minimize the total economic cost of the network.
The performance of the state reconstruction is usually related to the ability to properly estimate the density of vehicles in the roads. Unfortunately, nonlinearity and complexity of traffic systems make it hard to evaluate the performance of nonlinear observers. In order to simplify the setting, we consider the related problem of reconstruction of flows in a static setting. In particular, we consider as performance metric the error covariance of an estimator of the cumulative flows in the network over a long period of time. The Optimal Sensor Placement problem can be then seen as trading off between the performance of such a flow estimator, and a cost that depends on the dimension of the sensing network. Since this is a combinatorial problem, we relax it using a method that we call Virtual Variance algorithm, based on the idea to associate to each sensor a virtual variance which is large when the sensor is not relevant for good reconstruction of the flow vector. The only input that the algorithm needs is the matrix of splitting ratios, that prescribes how vehicles split at each junction, and the nominal variance of each sensor. Furthermore, we discuss in detail two extensions of the proposed algorithm dealing with important scenarios. In the first, Optimal Sensor Placement with geographical constraints, we address the scenario in which sensors cannot be placed in a subset of cells of the network. In the second, Optimal Sensor Placement with Number of Sensors constraints, we deal with the case in which the maximum number of sensors is pre-specified, for example due to budget limitations.
Optimal Sensor Placement is an ubiquitous problem that has received a high degree of attention in several communities due to its importance for netwFork design. In Transportation Systems, it is of interest both in the dual-problem of best placement of hubs for cost-efficient transportation of goods and people [17] and Origin-Destination coverage [18] , [19] . In these works, and differently July 28, 2015 DRAFT from the present paper, the problem is cast as a mixed integer problem which corresponds to determine the minimal set of locations from which the flows on the whole network can be determined, and sensor measurements are assumed to be perfect.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are the following: 1) we formalize the problem and we design an easily implementable approach to data fusion of fixed sensors measurements and Floating Car Data; 2) we propose a gradient descent calibration algorithm of the underlying macroscopic model; 3) we formalize the problem of Optimal Sensor Placement in terms of positions of sensors in a network when sensors are noisy and we provide an approximate solution using the concept of Virtual Variances; 4) we show the prowess of the devised Optimal Placement procedure on a regular grid, for which we offer a comparison between the solution found with our approach and the true optimal placement, found by exhaustive search; 5) we illustrate the performance of the Optimal Placement procedure and of the Reconstruction algorithm through extensive numerical experiments in the real-world scenario of Grenoble Traffic Lab (GTL) [20] , a sensing network deployed along the freeway "Rocade Sud" in Grenoble, France, with FCD provided by INRIX, one of the most well known traffic solutions companies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: after setting up the notation, Section II describes the model for a Road Transportation Network. Section III formulates the problem of flow and density reconstruction and describes the proposed nonlinear observer, while the problem of optimal sensor placement is formulated and a solution based on the heuristic Virtual Variance algorithm is presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V illustrates the solutions on a regular grid and on the real world scenario of the freeway Rocade Sud in Grenoble, and Section VI draws the conclusions and provides several future research directions.
A. Notation
The symbols R n , R n + and R n×m denote the sets of real valued vectors of dimension n, of positive real valued vectors of dimension n, and of real valued matrices of dimension n × m, respectively. The symbol R A (R A + ) with A a finite set is to be interpreted as the set of real vectors (real positive vectors) indexed by elements of A. The transpose of A ∈ R n×m is denoted A T . For a vector x ∈ R n , x ≥ 0 is meant component-wise. The symbol I denotes the identity matrix of suitable dimensions. |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A.
A graph G is a pair (V, E) where V is called the set of nodes and E the set of edges. The
July 28, 2015 DRAFT functions t : E → V and h : E → V tell, for each edge e, which node is its tail and which node is its head, namely e = (h(e), t(e)). For e ∈ E, denote by E + e := {j ∈ E : h(e) = t(j)} and E − e := {j ∈ E : h(j) = t(e)} the set of edges that follow or precede e, respectively. A path of length n ≥ 2 is a sequence of edges e 1 , . . . , e n such that e i+1 ∈ E + e i for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1. A path of length 1 is a path made of a single link. The matrix L ∈ R V×V is a sublaplacian of G if L ej > 0 only if (e, j) ∈ E, e = j, and j L ej ≤ 0.
II. ROAD TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MODEL
We adopt a macroscopic approach by partitioning the lanes of the roads in a traffic network in cells. Cells that lie on the same section of a road and on different lanes are said to be parallel one each other. We interpret each cell as an edge e ∈ E in a graph G = (V, E), which models the whole network. Here, nodes v ∈ V represent junctions, at which many roads intersect, or sections of a road. Among the set of cells E, we denote by R i and R o the set of onramps and offramps, respectively. In this paper, we shall call onramp (offramp) any gate, be it a real ramp, a connector, a secondary road, etc, which lets vehicles enter into (exit from) the network.
We make the following connectivity assumption, which formalizes the mild requirement that any cell can be reached from an onramp and that vehicles from any cell can exit from the network.
Assumption 1. For any cell e in E, there is at least one onramp j ∈ R i and one offramp k ∈ R o such that e is an edge of the path from j to k.
Time is discrete and slotted in intervals of duration T > 0. On each cell e ∈ E, denote by ρ e (t) the density of vehicles, in number of vehicles per km 1 , at time t, and let ρ(t) = [ρ e (t)] e∈E , which we call the state of the network. The density of vehicles in a cell changes dynamically in time according to the following mass-conservation first-order model
where e is the length of cell e, and f in e (t) and f out e (t) are the inflow and the outflow at cell e during the t-th time slot.
To relate inflows and outflows we resort to the standard concept of splitting ratios. Indeed, denote by R ek ≥ 0 the fraction of vehicles that turn into cell k when they exit from cell e, which is the splitting ratio of e towards k. Clearly, R ek = 0 if e and k are not consecutive, and
o . From this moment on, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 2. The set of splitting ratios {R ej } (e,j)∈E×E is known.
Splitting ratios establish the relation f in e (t) = j∈E R je f out j (t), for all t ≥ 0 and for any cell e ∈ R i , while f in e (t) = λ e (t) for e ∈ R i , where λ e (t) is an exogenous external inflow. We set for sake of convenience λ e (t) = 0 for e ∈ R i . By stacking inflows and outflows into vectors f in (t) and f out (t), respectively, we can rewrite the previous relation in matrix form as
where the matrix R = [R ej ] e∈E,j∈E\R i is the matrix of splitting ratios. In the present paper it is assumed that the matrix of splitting ratios is fixed, predetermined, and known. Its calibration, closely related to the estimation of Origin-Destination pairs, can be performed on single-lane freeways with onramps and offramps by taking ratios of flows on main line and ramps [11] . We plan to extend this setting to networks by casting the problem as an optimization problem in future research.
A. On modelling of cell flows
Macroscopic models such as the CTM postulate that the flow f out e (t) that exists from cell e at time t is a deterministic function of the densities in the cells around e. In the simplest case, where e and j are two consecutive cells and E + e = {j} and E − j = {e}, then in the CTM f out e (t) = min{d e (ρ e (t)), s j (ρ j (t))} where d e (ρ e (t)) and s j (ρ j (t)) are the demand of cell e and the supply of cell j, and represent the maximum outflow from e and the maximum inflow into cell j, respectively. The resulting system is a Godunov scheme for discretization of the LWR-PDE model, and can be extended to the network case in various ways [10] , [21] , [22] . While these models reproduce important phenomena that must be taken into account when modelling and controlling traffic networks, such as the movement of shockwaves, each of them can only partially represent traffic dynamics in networks.
For this reason, we will avoid to explicitly model the relation between flows and density, and we will limit to the standard
namely that the volume that exists from a cell in a period is proportional to the density of the vehicles in the cell, and to their speed. Again, we leave unmodelled the relation between these two quantities, because, as we will make clear in the following, we assume to have a direct measurement of the average speed in each cell (in the form of Floating Car Data). In conclusion,
we consider from now on the dynamics of the real system to be dictated by Eqs. (1)- (3), where v e , e ∈ E, is an unmodelled quantity which depends on the local state of the network.
While in the model of our network we do not use an explicit relation between flows and densities, we shall use it for data fusion and estimation purposes. In particular, we write
where ϕ e is the flow of vehicles at the sensor locations, which we shall always assume to the at the end of the cell. The graph of the function ϕ e (·), which is the Fundamental Diagram on cell e, is a concave function with ϕ(0) = ϕ(ρ jam ) = 0, where ρ jam is the jam density, at which vehicles are too close one each other to move (values for ρ jam vary from 150 to 300 vehicles per km).
B. Available measurements
In this paper we consider two heterogeneous sources of information: flow and density measurements from sensors and Floating Car Data.
1) Flow and density measurements: Standard measurement devices for traffic are loop detectors or magnetometers, radar traffic detectors, or video detection systems. They are positioned at fixed and predefined positions in the network, monitor a section of road, and are able to detect and assign a timestamp to the event "a vehicle crossed the section", and information is then aggregated in time slots. For sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that such time slots correspond to the time discretization of the system (1). As such, measurements of the following two quantities are then available at every time slot of duration T :
• Flow of vehicles ϕ e (t), by counting the number of vehicles crossing the section during the t-th time slot;
• Density of vehicles ρ e (t) over the section. The quantity that is actually measured by the aforementioned devices is the occupancy of vehicles o e (t), defined as the percentage of time any vehicle was standing over the section in the t-th time slot. However, occupancy is approximatively related to the density of vehicles by the relation ρ e ≈ oe 100 ave , where ave is the average length of a vehicle in km. For this reason, we shall assume from now on that devices can measure density directly.
Measurements hardly correspond to the real value of the quantities that they represent, with sources of noise ranging from temporary inability to detect changes of the magnetic field, too fast or too slow vehicles, blurred videos, etc. We adopt a simple additive noise model Due to installation and maintenance costs, usually |E m | << |E|.
Remark 1. It should be mentioned that measurement systems based on magnetometers can be used to measure the average speed of vehicles crossing the section they monitor, in addition to flow and density, simply by deploying them in pairs monitoring sections that are at a fixed and known distance. The two consecutive instants at which the same vehicle crosses the two sections provides then a measurement of its speed. This type of installation is however not standard and more expensive due to additional hardware and software. For this reason, and to show that our approach does not need this additional information, we shall assume that no speed measurement from static sensors is available. already accessible almost everywhere once a data collecting mechanism is deployed. We partition thus the network in segments, let S be the set of all segments, and we assume that a measurement of average speed is available for every segment s ∈ S. To formalize the scenario, we consider new speed aggregate data to be available every N time instants, N = kT for some k ≥ 1, namely, at times N , 2N , 3N , . . . , corresponding to the average speed in the periods [0,
, etc., respectively. As such, speed measurements can be formally written as
where 
where s(e) denotes the segment of which e is one of the cells (see Figure 1 ), ω FCD s(e) (k) is a measurement error whose stochastic properties depend on the performance of the sensor as well as on road and weather conditions, and I t = {τ :
III. DENSITY RECONSTRUCTION
The first problem we address in this paper is Density Reconstruction on the basis of heterogeneous sources of information. In particular, our aim is to build an observer for the densities of vehicles in all cells of the network given static sensor measurements and Floating Car Data.
We start by observing that Eqs. (1)- (2) cannot be directly used to observe the system except for the ideal scenario in which ideal measurements of the outflows f out e (t), for all e ∈ E and for all times t ≥ 0, and of the initial conditions of the system, are available. Such a naive observer would however be very sensible to noise, as notice that while errors in the initial conditions correspond to offsets during the evolution of the system, noises in the flow measurements are integrated by the system's dynamics, thus possibly producing unbounded and/or unrealistic results. Since real systems are never error free, Eqs. (1)- (2) cannot be directly used to observe the system. We solve this difficulty by considering the following standard Luenberger-like observer
∀e ∈ E
where
•ρ e (t) is the estimate of the density on cell e at time t;
•f in e (t),f out e (t) are estimates, based on the flow measurements, of inflow and outflow in cell e at time t;
•ρ e (t) is an density pseudo-measure, based on flow and speed measurements, of the density on cell e at time t;
• κ is a tunable gain trading off between flow and density pseudo-measure; We are interested in the following:
Problem 1 (Flow and Density Reconstruction using Heterogeneous Sources): Design the mapŝ
to minimize the absolute errors with respect to real flows and densities
A. A nonlinear observer for traffic networks
In this subsection we describe the proposed solution to Problem 1. It consists in an offline calibration procedure and an online filtering step.
1) Offline calibration:
This paragraph is devoted to providing a solution for calibrating the Fundamental Diagram. We employ a gradient descent strategy, similarly to [23] , for which we do not require a CTM formulation as in [24] .
Recall that the Fundamental Diagram is the graph of the function ϕ e (·) that is the flow of vehicles at the point where sensors are placed on cell e and whose argument is the density of vehicles on cell e. As such, it can be only estimated on cells e ∈ E m , where measurements of flow and density are available. For a cell j ∈ E \ E m , we assume that the Fundamental Diagram can be estimated by extending by linear interpolation the parameters on the cells in E m that are close to j, with coefficients that depend on the mutual distance between the cells and on the type of road j belongs to.
The profile of Fundamental Diagram that we consider in the present paper is the following is the jam density, at which vehicles are so close one each other that they are unable to travel;
• v ff e > 0 is the freeflow speed on cell e; the value C e = v ff e ρ c e is the capacity of the section or road, namely, the maximum number of vehicles that can flow through it during a period T ;
• we assume that the Fundamental Diagram congested region is a convex quadratic function of the density. The following relations among the parameters a e , b e and c e hold for consistency Diagram, for which in the congested region
where ω e is the wave speed at section e. Clearly, our model recovers the latter with a e = 0, b e = −ω e , and c e = ω e ρ jam e . The choice of a quadratic Fundamental Diagram has been driven by the empirical observation, based on data on our experimental setting, that the triangular diagram tends to overestimate the flow in congestion, as it will be shown in Section V.
An alternative appealing solution which fits our data is the inverted-λ fundamental diagram [25] . However, the number of parameters to be estimated is higher in the latter case, and the resulting model is more complex as it involves hysteresis.
Motivated by the well known issue that deterministic Fundamental Diagrams are in any case only a rough approximation of the relation between flow and density, we chose the quadratic profile because of it is simple to calibrate and to use. The proposed calibration procedure requires two steps
• Estimation of ρ c and C = v ff ρ c : the first step consists in estimating the critical density and the capacity C of the cell. We consider the standard least square estimation, which results into the following non-linear and non-convex minimization problem: given the set
We aim to solve (9) -n-th step: let (ρ c n , C n ) descend along the gradient of the cost, namely C n−1   < ε for some small threshold ε > 0.
• Calibration of the quadratic function in the congested region: the problem of calibrating the quadratic function for the congested region is cast into the quadratic problem: given the set
The problem (10) is computationally very simple and can be solved using off-the-shelf tools.
Notice that as side products of the previous procedure we can compute the freeflow speed as v f f = C/ρ c and, in case a bilinear Fundamental Diagram is also needed, the wave speed as
2) Online density reconstruction algorithm: We assume from now on that Fundamental Diagrams have either been calibrated or extended on the whole network, and that the matrix of splitting ratios has been pre-specified or estimated on the basis of field surveys.
We propose the following online algorithm for Density Reconstruction
• at the beginning of the t-th time slot, a centralized computation unit -receives measurements {ϕ m e (t)} e∈E m ; -flow estimation: estimates the vector of outflowsf out (t) by solving the following minimization problem
Problem (11) aims to a) match outflows and measurements where available, by penalizing the squared difference between the two, and b) to balance outflows according to the splitting ratios. The latter term provides the estimate of flows on cells in which no measurement is available, and is performed "as if" the network were at steady state, which is a simplifying assumption due to absence of a dynamical model for flows.
The tunable parameter γ selects whether more weight is given to matching estimated outflows and measurements (high γ), or to estimate the flows as if the network were at steady state (low γ). Once Problem (11) is solved, the vector of estimate of the inflows is easily computed according to Eq. 2, by settingf in (t) = R Tf out (t).
-receives the measurements {v m e (t)} e∈E when available, or holds the last speed measurements received; -For each cell e, computes the two possible densities ρ -Selectsρ
as a rough estimate of the density. This estimate is only based on the actual measurements of flow and speed, and is generally very noisy, especially when the cell is in congestion. Therefore, the algorithm does not directly uses it; -density estimation: for each cell e ∈ E, lets the density estimate evolve according to the observer equation (7) .
Notice that in the proposed solution we avoid using Kalman filter based strategies as, due to the high degree of nonlinearity and uncertainty of the system. Analysis and minimization of the error variance of the proposed solution is left for future research.
IV. OPTIMAL SENSOR PLACEMENT
The second problem we tackle in this paper is Optimal Sensor Placement, namely, the problem of deciding the position of sensors yielding a good trade off between performance and cost.
Since assessing in a theoretical way the performance of algorithms for density reconstruction is difficult due to the nonlinear nature of the system, we simplify the setting and limit our attention to estimation of cumulative flows, namely, of the total outflows from the cells. The resulting, static, problem is then considered as a proxy for the more complicated problem built on the dynamic density model.
We start by deriving some properties of cumulative outflows, and we proceed describing a simple linear model for cumulative flows estimation. This will help us formalizing the Optimal Placement problem.
A. Flow linear constraints
Let f e :=
Assume now that [t 0 , t 1 ] is a period of time whose duration is high enough, and that at both times t 0 and t 1 the number of vehicles in the network is low, for example, assume that t 0 and t 1 correspond to two consecutive midnights. Then the magnitude of the vector of differences of vehicles { e (ρ e (t 1 ) − ρ e (t 0 )} e∈E\R i is small if compared to the cumulative flows in the network, and the following relation holds approximatelȳ
whereL ∈ R E\R i ×E , is the matrix obtained by removing from L = R T −I the rows corresponding to onramps. This imposes a linear constraint on the cumulative flows that we shall exploit in the next subsection.
B. Linear measurement model and the Optimal Sensor Placement problem
In this subsection we study the performance of a linear estimator of the cumulative outflows and we show how to formalize the problem of Optimal Sensor Placement.
Let E m ⊆ E be a set of cells in which sensors are placed. We assume the following simple linear measurement model
where July 
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• y s is the measurement of the s-th sensor, namely f e + η s if the s-th sensor is located on cell e;
• ω f is a random noise vector with zero mean and covariance matrix Σ nom , related to the measurement noise ω ϕ described in the previous sections. For sake of simplicity, we shall often assume that the components of the noise, one for each sensor, are independent with same variance σ 2 nom , so that Σ nom = σ 2 nom I. Let now n = |E| and r = rank{L}, and consider a matrix V ∈ R n×r whose columns are an orthonormal basis of the right kernel ofL T , i.e.,L T V = 0 and V T V = I. From (12) we get (approximatively) f = V z for some z ∈ R r , so that the measurement model can be rewritten as
Given y, consider a linear estimator of z,ẑ = K z y + q z , where K z ∈ R r×p and q z ∈ R r . The
Best (minimum variance) Linear Unbiased Estimator of z corresponds to the solution to
The following Lemma formulate an equivalent problem. The proof is straightforward.
is given by q z = 0 and K z the solution of
which is
with error covariance
An immediate consequence of Lemma 1 is that the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE)
July 28, 2015 DRAFT and its error covariance is
The quantity V p (E m ) depends on a) the (right kernel of the) matrix of splitting ratios via the matrix V and the nominal variance of the noise ω f , two parameters that are assigned, and b) on the locations of the sensors, which is the set E m , via the matrix H E m . For this reason, we will take the magnitude of V p (E m ), measured via its trace, as our metric to measure the performance of a sensor network placed on the cells E m .
Clearly, with no additional constraints the optimal placement is to equip every cell with sensors. This is straightforward as equipping all cells means setting H E = I, and from
Each device has however a non-negligible purchase and maintenance cost, which has to be considered when designing the sensor network. For sake of simplicity, in this paper we make the simplifying assumption that the cost of a network over its lifetime is proportional to its number of sensors via a coefficient c > 0, so that the cost of deploying sensors on E m is c|E m |.
We thus consider the following 
The optimalÊ m , solution to (17) , trades off between the network performance, which is measured by the trace of the estimator error covariance, and the total cost of the network.
Clearly, the two have a contrasting effect on the number of deployed sensors. It is however inherently combinatorial, the optimal position of the sensor being in general hard to find and requiring an exhaustive search among all the possibilities, which is intractable even for relatively small network dimensions.
We approach the problem by proposing an heuristic that relaxes it into a convex problem. Such a strategy is described after the following brief discussion on the minimum required number of sensors.
C. Minimum number of sensors
Before proposing our method for solving (17), we prove that there exists a lower bound on the number of sensors |E m | in order the trace {V p (E m )} to be finite. As it will be proven, below such number, which corresponds to the number of onramps of the system, the problem of reconstruction of flows admits infinite solutions.
To this aim, relabel the cells in such a way that onramps are the first 1, . . . , |R i | cells so that we can partitionL asL
where L nn model the mutual influence of flows on non-onramp cells, and L on models the influence of onramps on non-onramp cells.
Define now a dual graph In the case under analysis, we take J = L T nn and S to be the set of cells directly following an onramp, namely S = {e ∈ E : ∃j ∈ R i : R je > 0}. Recall that by assumption for every cell e ∈ R i there exists an origin j ∈ R i and a path from j to e, so there must also be a k ∈ S and a path from k to e (at most being k = e), so the assumptions of Lemma 2 are satisfied. This establishes that L nn is invertible, and therefore thatL is a full row-rank matrix with rank |E \R i |.
Since the number of columns ofL is |E|, it follows that its kernel has dimension r = |R i |, and
We offer two interpretations on this fact:
• Ideal measurement scenario: assume p = |E m | ideal measurements at sensors s(1), . . . , s(p)
are available, y s(i) = f s(i) , i = 1, . . . , p. Then a solution to the system of equations 
matrix is singular, and therefore the trace of the error covariance is unbounded. Conversely, 
D. Relaxation via Virtual Variances
The solution that we propose is based on the observation that cells that are not endowed with sensors can be interpreted as cells in which sensors have infinite noise variance. It turns out that an equivalent formulation of (17) is
In fact
• the term H E m , which represents which cells are endowed with a sensor, is the identity matrix, namely, all cells are endowed with a sensor -except, some of them have infinite noise variance and thus provide no information;
• the second term in the cost corresponds to c|E m | as
In other terms, (18) corresponds to assigning a virtual variance Σ ee = σ 2 e to each sensor, and decide for which it should be σ 2 e = σ 2 nom , the cells in E m , and for which it should be σ 2 e = +∞. We call Σ the (diagonal) matrix of virtual variances, and we let the corresponding trace of error covariance be denoted, with an abuse of notation,
Our approach is then based on the intuitive idea that increasing the variance on the sensors that are not crucial for the solution of (17) should not have a strong effect on the performance term V p (Σ). More formally, we consider the following relaxed version of the previous problem
where D n is the set of diagonal matrices of dimension n.
We now slightly rewrite the cost. First, by the well known property of trace trace {AB} = trace {BA} and
Second, we make the change of variables Ω = Σ −1 . In this way, we obtain the following
where γ is a tunable parameter. The choice γ = cσ 2 nom is a natural one due to the previous discussion, but since γ influences the relative weight of performance (penalized for low γ) and cost (penalized for high γ) we leave it as an additional degree of freedom. Notice, finally, that the term 1 T Ω1 corresponds to the 1 norm of the inverse of the variances, a term which is commonly used term to sparsify solutions of optimization problems.
The Virtual Variance algorithm proceeds as follows:
1) solve (20) and denote by Ω its solution;
2) compute Σ −1 = Ω 3) discard all cells whose virtual variance is above a fixed discard threshold T d
As explained above, if the found solution provides high virtual variances at locations where sensors are redundant then this is effectively a way to select the most important cells where to place sensors.
However, this strategy does not, in general, provide good solutions to the problem. Indeed, numerical simulations have shown that in the considered scenario the solution of (20) can be often interpreted as endowing all cells of the network with sensors with average virtual variance, rather than keeping it low in some of them and high in others.
In order to enhance diversity between sensors, we enrich the cost of (20) with a term that aims to penalize homogeneity. This is reminiscent of dissensus (as opposed to consensus) strategies in multi agent networks, in which each agent possesses a value and the goal of the network is to differentiate as much as possible such values.
In this paper, we make the following simple choice. Let W ∈ R n×n−1 be an orthonormal base of the subspace orthogonal to 1, that is, W * 1 = 0 and W * W = I. We add to the cost in (20) a term that is proportional to e −1 T W * Ω1 . Since the columns of W span the orthogonal to 1, W * Ω1 is high when the element on the diagonal of Ω, which are gathered in the vector Ω1, are different one with respect to the other, and is low otherwise.
We propose the following optimization problem
which, notice, is convex in the diagonal entries of Ω. Here γ, the total variance weight, and κ, the discrepancy weight, are tunable parameters. Notice that high γ penalizes the number of sensors, thus yielding to solutions with higher virtual variances at the expense of poor performance.
We shall provide in the following paragraphs examples of application of the previous optimization problem for different sensor placement scenarios. We anticipate here that one can observe, as required, that the virtual variances solution of (21) are distributed in a strongly bimodal way, with low and high values being different by several orders of magnitude. As a consequence, it is usually easy to distinguish among the two groups and discard cells whose contribution to the performance metric would be negligible.
1) Optimal Sensor Placement with geographical or budget constraints: In this paragraph
we discuss two variations of the previous procedure, which address the additional problems of geographical constraints and of strict budget limitation.
Optimal Sensor Placement with geographical constraints
The first scenario we address is concerned with the scenario in which in which a) some cells cannot be endowed with sensors, for example for physical reasons, and/or b) subsets of cells for which either all cells are endowed with sensors, or none are. An example of the latter constraints is a multi-lane road which is modelled using parallel cells (on different lanes) and on which the traffic manager can deploy induction loop. The former are buried underground are are usually required to cover the whole carriageway. As such, if i and j are, for example, two parallel cells on the two lanes on a certain section or road, then either i and j are both equipped with a sensor (i.e., the induction loop), or not.
To encompass this type of constraints in the proposed procedure, let E am ⊆ E, |E am | = κ, be the subset of available cells, and let H Eam ∈ {0, +1} κ×n be built as in Subsection IV-B. Further, let S ⊆ P E be the set of subsets of E which must be simultaneously equipped, or not, with sensors, where P E is the powerset, or set of subsets, of E.
Then the following problem
is (21) Remark 4. By the discussion in Subsection IV-C, the minimum number of sensors is r = |R i |.
As such, if |E em | < |R i | the problem (22) is not well posed and the solution will only have very high virtual variances. Clearly, such a solution is not acceptable and should be discarded.
2) Optimal Sensor Placement with budget constraints: In this second scenario we discuss budget constraints in the form of constraints on the maximum number of chosen sensors, a very common requirement in real-case applications.
We propose a solution based on the following iterative approach:
• Initialization: set γ(0) and κ to some prespecified nonnegative values; t max to the maximum number of iterations; n max to the maximum number of sensors;
• t-th step -The problem (21) is solved with γ = γ(t);
-Let n(t) be the number of sensors in the solution provided by the Virtual Variance algorithm. Then * If n(t) ≤ n max , or if t ≥ t max , the procedure stops; * Otherwise, set γ(t + 1) = g(γ(t)), where g is a monotonically increasing increasing function, and the procedure iterates.
The rationale behind this procedure is that, as previously discussed, γ penalizes a low total sum of the virtual variances. Therefore, by iteratively increasing γ the solution to (21) will tend to exhibit more and more high virtual variances, thus reducing the number of sensors.
Remark 5. Once again, and related to the discussion in Remark 4, the specified maximum number of sensors cannot be be less than r = |R i | by the results presented in Section IV-C.
If this is not the case, numerical experiments show that the algorithm either simply iterates until the number of iterations reaches t max , or the found solution exhibits an extremely high
-due to the fact that the internal matrix is (numerically) almost singular. As in Remark 4, such a solution is not acceptable and should be discarded.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Numerical Experiments for the Optimal Sensor Placement
In this subsection we present the results of two numerical experiments. In the first, we solve the problem of Optimal Sensor Placement in a small (but not trivial) regular grid, in the second, we apply the procedure to the real-world case of the Rocade Sud.
1) Regular grid:
Consider the regular grid composed of 25 cells shown in Figure 3 . We want to solve the problem (17) by (20) We also run our Virtual Variance algorithm with total variance weight γ = 2 and discrepancy weight κ = 20. Further, we set the threshold on the virtual variance for discarding a sensor to
We illustrate the results in Figures 3 and 4 . In By total cost we mean the sum of estimation performance and network cost V p (E m ) + c|E m |, which, notice, is not the metric that is used in the Virtual Variance algorithm. Nonetheless, it is appreciable that the Virtual Variance algorithm not only provides a solution whose number of sensors is close to the global optimum (which is with 6 sensors), but also that, using 8 sensors, the Virtual Variance algorithm places them almost in the optimal way.
2) Rocade Sud: Our second experimental setting is the Grenoble Traffic Lab (GTL), a network of sensors deployed for monitoring and research purposes along the Rocade Sud, a peri-urban 10.5 km long freeway connecting the two highways A41 (north-west) to A480 (south) in the town of Grenoble in the south of France, see Figure 5 . The network is composed of 135 magnetometers buried in the ground on both lanes along the main line every 250 meters (on average), on each onramp and offramp, and on three connectors from urban roads to three onramps, for a total of 68 sensing locations. For our purposes, each sensing location will correspond to one pair of sensors. For a detailed report on the GTL, we refer to [20] . Furthermore, and for sake of simplicity, while in the real network sensors are deployed in pairs, we shall assume from now on that each sensing location has only one sensor (as we shall always discard sensor speed measurements). We partition the Rocade in cells in such a way each cell includes one sensor, so that in Figure 5 each numbered circle also corresponds to one cell.
Here, we do not consider onramps and offramp, limiting our attention to the main line of the Rocade Sud. The reason for this choice is that the Rocade has 10 onramps along its main line, which, summed to the two cells in the very first section of road, imply a minimum number of sensor of 12 by the discussion in Subsection IV-C. While this number is not high on its own, numerical experiments not reported in this paper have shown that good estimation performance require a number of sensors which is too high in most realistic (i.e., non academical)
implementations.
The corresponding reduced graph representation, essentially made of several groups of parallel edges, consists of 46 cells. We provide a stylized version of it in Figure 6 .
The matrix of splitting ratios could be estimated from the data, but we make here a simpler which correspond to cells marked with a red dot in Figure 6 . We shall show that the latter are positioned in a way that is in good accordance with the results of the Virtual Variance algorithm, even though our procedure allows for a slightly better design.
We run the Virtual Variance algorithm in three scenarios: 1) unconstrained scenario with total variance weight γ = 0.2 and discrepancy weight κ = 20; 2) unconstrained scenario with γ = 1 and κ = 20; 3) constrained scenario with number of sensors at most 10, initial γ = 0.2, and κ = 20. We assume that σ 2 nom = 1 and that the cost per sensor is c = 1. In all cases, sensors are constrained either to be present in both lanes on a same section, or to be absent.
The results are summarized in Figure 6 and Figure 6 , cells found in the unconstrained scenario with γ = 0.2 are marked with a green dot. As can be seen in Table I , our algorithm requires one less sensors than the network deployed by CNIR and in addition the trace of the error covariance is smaller.
In the constrained scenario and in the unconstrained scenario with high γ (which, as explained above, indirectly penalizes the number of sensors), the trace of the error covariance V p (E m )
increases, as expected. Furthermore, the chosen cells in the latter two cases are subsets of the cells chosen in the unconstrained case: in particular, in the constrained scenario all cells are kept except 13, 14, 49 and 50, and in the unconstrained scenario with high γ the algorithm further discards cells 64 and 65
B. Density reconstruction -experimental results
We provide here numerical results of the implementation of the data fusion algorithm for density reconstruction on data from the Rocade Sud.
On each sensing location and every T = 15 seconds, the system counts the number ϕ Calibration of the Fundamental Diagram was performed via the algorithm described in Paragraph III-A.1 and using the data from the GTL sensor network from April 10th, 2014, a working day (a Thursday) exhibiting very standard traffic pattern:
• very limited night time traffic;
• a peak of congestion in the morning (8:00 -10:00), triggered by vehicles exiting towards the city from the Rocade at the offramp of Eybens (cells 37/38) and spilling back until Meylan (cells 2/3), and a second, smaller peak of congestion triggered by vehicles entering in A480 at Rondeau (cells 66/67/68) but blocked by the high traffic on A480, and spilling back until around Libération (cells 61/62);
• a third, smaller, congestion triggered around Eybens around 14:00-15:00;
• in general, medium/heavy but fluid traffic from 10:00 to 16:00
• a second peak of congestion in the afternoon, again triggered by congestion at Rondeau at around 16:00, spilling back on the whole freeway in around 60 minutes, and lasting • if e is an onramp cell and j is the following slow ramp cell, then R ej = 1.
• if e is a queue cell and j is the following onramp cell, then R ej = 1.
In words, vehicles split according to a 70%-30% lane-change rule in the cells on the main line, and at each offramp approximatively 10% of vehicles exit from the freeway.
1) Implementation:
To assess our method, we considered the whole month of April 2014 (except April 13th, a Sunday, for which FCD measurements were not provided). A typical result of calibration of the Fundamental Diagram is illustrated in Figure 7 , which shows in thick black well known, data in freeflow regime are in good accordance with the linear part, while data in congested regime are much more scattered and more difficult to fit. As it can be noticed, the standard bilinear Fundamental Diagram overestimates the flows in congested regime (the dashed think line is on average higher than the corresponding pairs (density, flow)), while the convex quadratic curve seems to better capture the average flow-density relation. Nonetheless, it is clear that the so found curve is only a very crude approximation of such a relation, which might be better captured using a stochastic description [28] . Investigation of the latter possibility will be the focus of future research.
The proposed algorithm was implemented in Matlab on a non dedicated commercial laptop with 2.1 GHz i7-4600U CPU and 8 GB RAM. Optimization problems, required both in offline and online steps, were solved using standard Matlab functions as well as the modelling and optimization system CVX [29] , [30] . measurements from all GTL fixed sensors are considered ground truth. As such, the left panels show the evolution of the "true" measured density and flow in all the cells on the main line, over the whole day, for each day. On the x-axis, the 46 sensing locations along the main line (numbers correspond to the labels in Figure 5 ), on the y-axis, the 5760 time slots over the whole validation day (one slot every T = 15 seconds). The chosen colors range from green (low density/flow) to yellow (medium/critical density/flow) to red (high density/flow). In the right panels, we show, using the same legend, the results of density and flow reconstruction. As it can be observed, the estimation algorithm is able to represent the four congestion events described in the previous section in a reasonably good way, given the limited amount of information employed; in particular, observe that the two small congestions at Rondeau during the morning and at Eybens during early afternoon, when present, are both detected. Notice that the resulting estimate remains good and reasonably close to the real profile, despite the absence of flow measurements on ramps, which are not negligible, especially in peak hours.
The performance of the algorithm is quantitatively illustrated via the absolute error between measured and estimated flows and densities (8) .
The results are reported in Table II , in which we report the maximum absolute error δ on the 75%, 90% and 95% of the pairs (cell, time), for all cells on the main line and all samples during a day, for all the considered days, and for both densities and flows. The error of less than 11 veh/km for the 75% of pairs and less than 23 veh/jm for the 90% of the pairs. In 5% of the (cell, time) pairs the error is higher but still less than around 35 veh/km. As a comparison, we considered an oracle that knows
• the exact outflow f out e (t) for every cell e and every sample time t (namely, for each 15 seconds time slot);
• whether the cell is in freeflow or in congestion, for every cell e and every sample time t.
The average error obtained by the oracle is 5.8 for the 75% of the pairs (cell, time) and 12.5
for the 90% of the pairs, which are high even with the high amount of additional (and precise) information available to the oracle. Indeed, this confirms that estimation in traffic systems is a rather difficult task, and that errors of absolute magnitude around 10-20 veh/km can be acceptable, as they capture the qualitative trend features of the traffic system -such as low density, medium density, high density. On the other side, estimate of flows are rather low, being less than 1 ∼ 2 vehicles for the 75% of the pairs (cell, time), and less than 2 ∼ 3 for the 90% of the pairs.
The biggest difference between estimated and measured densities can be observed at Eybens exit (cells 37-38), where the estimated flow constantly predicts a higher density than the measured one. The explanation is however very straightforward: as mentioned, we do not use ramp data in order to show the prowess of our method even employing a very small number of sensors.
On the other hand, as mentioned in the description of the data, the exit of Eybens is a critical point whose ramp is selected by a high fraction of vehicles to exit the Rocade towards the town.
However, the corresponding cells belong to a long FCD segment running from Saint-Martind'Hères (cells 32-33) to Eybens entrance (cells 41-42), which provides, during peak time, just one set of rather low speed measurements, which do not distinguish between the stretch of road before Eybens exit (congested and at low speed) against that after Eybens exit (uncongested and at high speed). Due to the so obtained low speed measurement, the algorithm tends to estimate a high number of vehicles along the whole segment, instead of two different regimes before and after the ramp. Analogously, we observe a mismatch between measured and estimated flow in the first and last sections, which are due to unobserved flows from onramp and to offramps. A second discrepancy is the smoothness of the reconstructed density and flow, as compared with the more scattered measurements. The latter is due to the high measurement rate, which during stop-andgo phenomena results in measurements which rapidly oscillate between stopped vehicles and low or medium speed. On the converse, the optimization based flow reconstruction and the first order mass conservation law for densities have a low pass effect therefore producing smoother, more regular patterns. Further research direction will investigate the possibility to detect stop-and-go phenomena and reproduce, at least qualitatively, the resulting irregular patterns.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper addressed the problems of data fusion of heterogeneous sources of information for density estimation in Road Transportation Networks and optimal sensor placement via a heuristic that we called Virtual Variance algorithm. A gradient descent procedure for the calibration of the Fundamental Diagram is also discussed. Efficacy of the proposed solutions is illustrated on a regular grid and on the real world scenario of the Rocade Sud in Grenoble. Future research directions include and are not limited to estimation of statistical properties of measurement noises from real data and development of stochastic models for the relation between flows, speed and densities, optimization of the observer's parameters for minimization of mean-square reconstruction error, calibration of the matrix of splitting ratios, and extension of the optimal sensor placement strategy to maximize density reconstruction performance.
